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king of a people who were remarkable for their personal
beauty j and as ndth, & lord or king, is the same as pati,
the name of Ckobndth may at once be identified with
Sophites, as Sobha-pati, the "handsome king." The
second derivation from the Persian chob, a stick or club,
recalls the statement of Curtius, that when Sophites went
to meet Alexander, he carried in his hand a golden sceptre
studded with beryls. The terra used by Curtius is baculum,
which means a staff, or sceptre, and not a club. This last
derivation may also be applied to the Sobii, Sabte, or Siba,
who carried sticks or clubs in their hands, and marked
their oxen with clubs, and who, from their position, were
almost certainly the subjects of Sophites. By Dionysius
Periegetes they are coupled with the Taxili to the north
of the Salt Range, and by Diodorus and Curtius they are
placed at the junction of the Hyclaspes and Akesines, to
the south of the Salt Range. As far as I can see, these
discrepancies can only be reconciled by supposing that
the Sobii were the actual inhabitants of the Salt Range,
where they would have been the immediate neighbours of
the Taxili on the north, while they would have stretched
as far south as the junction of the Hydaspes and Akesines.
The term used by Arrian for the sticks carried by the
Sibse is Scytale} ffKvTa\q,lQ which as it is also applied to a
wooden roller, and to a snake of even thickness through-
out, must mean a cylindrical stick or wand, and most
probably therefore a Idthi, or common bambu stick, such
as is still carried by many of the people of India at the
present day.
I have been thus particular in describing the staff or
16 Arrian, Indica, v. —.    The term used by Strabo, xv. 1, 8,
is rhopalon.

